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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Optical imaging of the boreholes KR29, KR29B, KR30, KR31, KR31B, KR32, KR33 and KR33B, at 
Olkiluoto 2005 
 
12.1. 2006 
 
Johan Majapuro, Suomen Malmi Oy  
�

�

 
 
 

Suomen Malmi Oy conducted optical imaging surveys of the boreholes KR29, 

KR29B, KR30, KR31, KR31B, KR32, KR33 and KR33B at the Olkiluoto site in 

Eurajoki during June 2005. The survey is a part of Posiva Oy’s detailed 

investigation program for the final disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The assignment 

included the field work and preliminary processing of the images. The report 

describes the field operation, equipment as well as processing procedures and 

shows the obtained results and their quality through example images. The raw 

and processed data are delivered digitally in WellCAD format. The images are 

also attached to the appendix CD of this report in Adobe Acrobat PDF-format. 

 
 
 
 
 
Key words: Optical borehole imaging, borehole logging, structural geology, nuclear 
waste disposal  
 
 



 
 
 
 
TIIVISTELMÄ  
 
 
 
Kairanreikien KR29, KR29B, KR30, KR31, KR31B, KR32, KR33 ja KR33B optinen kuvantaminen 
Olkiluodossa vuonna 2005 
 
12.1. 2006 
 
Johan Majapuro, Suomen Malmi Oy  
�

�

 
 
 

Suomen Malmi Oy teki kairareikien optista kuvantamista rei’issä KR29, KR29B, 

KR30, KR31, KR31B, KR32, KR33 and KR33B Olkiluodon tutkimusalueella 

kesäkuun aikana 2005. Työ tehtiin Posiva Oy:n tilauksesta osana 

yksityiskohtaisia kallioperätutkimuksia käytetyn polttoaineen loppusijoitusta 

varten.  Toimeksiantoon kuuluivat kenttätyöt sekä kuvien alustava prosessointi. 

Raportissa on kuvattu kenttätöiden kulku, käytetty kalusto ja tehdyt korjaukset 

sekä esitetty tulosten laatu esimerkkikuvien avulla. Raakakuvat sekä korjatut 

kuvat on toimitettu tilaajalle digitaalisesti WellCAD –muotoisina tiedostoina. Kuvat 

on tallennettu raportin liitteenä olevalle CD-levylle Adobe Acrobat PDF -

muodossa. 

 
 
 
 
 

Avainsanat: Optinen kuvantaminen, reikämittaukset, rakennegeologia, ydinjätteen 
loppusijoitus  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1999, Posiva Oy filed an application for a policy decision from the council of state 

for a construction permit to build a final disposal facility for spent fuel at the Olkiluoto 

area in the Eurajoki municipality. In December 2000, the Council of State made a 

positive policy decision and in May 2001, the Parliament ratified the decision. The 

policy makes it possible to concentrate the research activities at Olkiluoto. 

 

Suomen Malmi Oy (Smoy) carried out borehole imaging surveys for Posiva Oy in June 

2005. The assignment included imaging of the boreholes KR29, KR29b, KR30, KR31, 

KR31b, KR32, KR33 and KR33b according to the purchase order 9721/05/ISAA. The 

high precision borehole imaging contributes to fracture detection and orientation as well 

as further description of the crystalline bedrock at the Olkiluoto site. 

 

The field surveys were coordinated by survey engineer Johan Majapuro and foreman 

Antero Saukko. The project management and reporting were conducted by Johan 

Majapuro. The field operation and quality control were supervised by client’s 

representative project manager Eero Heikkinen from JP-Fintact Ltd who also carried out 

the image processing.  

 

This report describes the field operation of the borehole surveys conducted by Suomen 

Malmi Oy. The quality of the results is shortly analysed and the data presented through 

example images. 
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2 EQUIPMENT 

 

The borehole imaging was carried out using Smoy’s OBI40 optical televiewer 

manufactured by Advanced Logic Technology (ALT). The 1000 m long 3/16” steel 

armoured 4 conductor cable was purchased from Mount Sopris Ltd and mounted on 

Smoy’s motorized winch. The cable was marked with 10 m intervals for controlling the 

depth measurement. Smoy has also prepared special centralisers to provide smoother 

sliding of the probe in the borehole and improved achieved resolution. 

 

Tool configuration and optical assembly is presented in Figures 1 and 2 below. The 

probe, cable and logging control unit are shown in Figure 3, and the control software 

interface at field base in Figure 4. The tool technical information is further presented in 

the appendices of the reports Lahti 2004a and Lahti 2004b. 
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Figure 1. The configuration of OBI40 (Optical Borehole Televiewer-Operator Manual (ALT 2003)). 
 

Figure 2.  Optical assembly of the OBI40. The high sensitivity CCD digital camera with Pentax optics is 
located above a conical mirror. The light source is a ring of light bulbs located in the optical head (ALT 
2003). 
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Figure 3. OBI40 probe with nylon centralisers mounted. In front the winch is a four-spring bow 
centraliser. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. The raw images were observed and analysed in real time during the survey. Existing core 
sample photos were used for controlling the naturalness of the image colour. 
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3 FIELD WORK 

The assignment consisted of borehole imaging of approximately 1580 m in 8 different 

boreholes. The boreholes and their specifications are listed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Specifications of the boreholes surveyed. 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER 
(mm) 

DIP AZIMUTH PLANNED SURVEY 
INTERVAL (m) 

KR29 76 70.2 314.6 40-790 
KR29b 76 69.5 313.5 1-45 
KR30 76 75 359.5 0-98 
KR31 76 65.4 180 40-189 
KR31b 76 63.8 180 5.6-45 
KR32 76 54.8 352 0-191 
KR33 76 55.3 320.5 40-311 
KR33b 76 54.5 322.6 6.5-45 
TOTAL    1580.9 

 

3.1 Time schedule 

The duration of the field work was 14 working days in June 2005. The logging was run 

24h continuously on weekdays and in shifts at weekends. Table 2 describes the progress 

of the field operation and some comments from the field notes. 

 

Table 2. Time schedule of the field work. 

DATE BOREHOLE COMMENTS/NOTES 
1.6.05 KR30 Depth interval 1.5-97 m 
2.6.05 KR31 Depth interval 38.5 – 189 m 
3.6.05 KR31b Depth Interval 5.3 – 48.7 m 
6.6.05 KR32 Depth interval 0 – 70 m 
7.6.05 KR32 Depth interval 70 – 191 m 
8.6.05 KR33 Depth interval 39 – 305 m 
9.6.05 KR33, KR33b Depth interval 5 - 45.5 m 
10.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 40 – 100 m 
11.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 100 – 170 m 
12.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 170 – 240 m 
13.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 240- 360 m 
14.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 360 – 530 m 
15.6.05 KR29 Depth interval 530 – 777 m 
16.6.05 KR29b Depth interval 1 – 45.5 m 
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3.2 Survey parameters 

 

The applied survey parameters were recorded in the log files of each borehole. The 

recorded parameters are: 

 

-azimuthal resolution (720 pixels) 

-shutter time (1/50 s) 

-lightness (70 - 100 %) 

-chroma (50 - 60 %) 

-gamma correction (on or off) 

-image enhancer (on or off) 

-sampling rate (0.0005 m) 

 

The log files include also the depth check marks of the cable and corresponding 

readings of the depth encoder. With each raw data file the corresponding starting and 

ending time and depth were collected as well as total amount of rows recorded and 

errors occurred.  

 

The estimated survey speed was 0.18 m/min. In practise for obtaining required data 

quality the speed had to be slowed down to 0.15-0.18 m/min and in the most difficult 

conditions down to 0.10-0.12 m/min.  

 

The data was collected principally in 50 m or 100 m pieces which yielded 

approximately a 150-300 Mb file size. The raw data files were named after borehole 

number, starting depth and initial a or y indicating imaging direction (kr29_40a.rd, 

kr29_97y.rd, a=downwards, y=upwards). Logging sections, file names and performed 

processing are displayed in Table 3. The data files and log files are delivered to the 

client in electronic format. 
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Table 3. List of the recorded and processed data files. 

 

 Processed data Adjusted depth interval (m) 

OLKR29B_obi_toNorthF.WCL 1.77 45.55 

ol-kr29_40_100_toNorthF.WCL 39.25 101.11 

ol-kr29_100_170_toNorthF.WCL 100.64 171.12 

ol-kr29_170_240_toNorthF.WCL 170.64 241.11 

ol-kr29_240_300-toNorthF.WCL 240.61 299.46 

ol-kr29_302_365_toNorthF.WCL 298.48 360.98 

ol-kr29_360_400_toNorthF.WCL 360.63 395.90 

ol-kr29_400_440_toNorthF.WCL 394.94 441.13 

ol-kr29_446_486_toNorthF.WCL 440.64 479.50 

ol-kr29_478_503_toNorthF.WCL 478.47 503.02 

ol-kr29_502-532_toNorthF.WCL 502.02 531.18 

ol-kr29_530_576_toNorthF.WCL 530.65 567.82 

ol-kr29_575_618_toNorthF.WCL 566.90 618.70 

ol-kr29_620-660_toNorthF.WCL 617.65 659.75 

ol-kr29_660-700_toNorthF.WCL 658.70 701.20 

ol-kr29_700_733_toNorthF.WCL 700.81 733.35 

ol-kr29_733_786_toNorthF.WCL 732.30 777.29 

   

OL-KR30_obi_1-8_toNorth.WCL 1.55 8.82 

ol-kr30_obi_8-51_toNorth.WCL 8.46 50.61 

ol-kr30_obi_50-98_toNorth.WCL 49.63 97.29 

   

OL-KR31B_obi__toNorthF.WCL 5.33 44.78 

0l-kr31_obi_39-102_toNorthF.WCL 38.69 101.23 

ol-kr31-obi_100-151_toNorthF.WCL 100.73 149.23 

ol-kr31-obi_150-189_toNorthF.WCL 148.25 189.10 

   

OL-KR32_10_70_toNorthF.WCL 9.98 71.24 

OL-KR32_70_140_toNorthF.WCL 70.85 141.25 

OL-KR32_140_191_toNorthF.WCL 140.81 190.32 

   

OL-KR33B_5_45_toNorthF.WCL 4.99 45.58 

ol-kr33_40_50_toNorthF.WCL 39.21 51.25 

ol-kr33_50_101_toNorthF.WCL 50.65 100.02 

ol-kr33_100_152_toNorthF.WCL 99.01 151.10 

ol-kr33_150_201_toNorthF.WCL 150.58 198.80 

ol-kr33_190-220_toNorthF.WCL 187.92 217.57 

ol-kr33_219-254_toNorthF.WCL 216.63 251.20 

ol-kr33_250-309_toNorthF.WCL 250.65 305.87 
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3.3 Quality control during survey 

 

The quality of the image was controlled during survey by taking samples of the image 

and applying histogram analysis. Also the vertical resolution was checked using 

captured images. The survey was never left unsupervised. Each borehole was surveyed 

without breaks for avoiding weakening of the in-hole imaging conditions. The 

overlapping of data between recorded intervals was ensured by rerunning of the last  

0.5 m of each recording.  

 

The raw data files (*.rd files produced by ALTlogger) were imported to WellCAD 

software (ALT 2001) after the saving and the quality of the image and achieved 

resolution were checked. The raw data were evaluated by JP-Fintact Ltd. At some cases 

bitmap-files from selected depth intervals were exported and sent for evaluation via 

email to JP-Fintact Ltd. Each image section was reviewed and accepted, or rerun 

decided. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Data processing 

The data processing carried out after the field work consisted of depth adjustment and 

image orientation of the raw data files. First stage of depth matching included the depth 

encoder readings collected from the cable marks every 10 m. These marks correct for 

small deviations in encoder calibration, and show similar trend to that of the geological 

depth adjustments so they were used for estimation of the depth correction’s extent and 

direction. The further depth adjustments are based on distinctive geological features that 

can be identified from both the core sample and the image. These corrections were 

provided by JP-Fintact Ltd. Geological adjustment will mainly correct for possible 

cable stretch and slippage. 

 

The image was shifted and stretched along the depth axis using WellCAD depth 

matching tool. Initial depth differences, mainly due to depth encoder calibration, 

displayed trends between 0.7 - 2.3% (in average 1.7%) of depth along the deepest 

borehole KR29 (-0.25 - -12.8 m). The trend increases according to depth. In boreholes 

KR30-KR33 the trend is 1 - 1.3 % (max. difference 3.6 m in KR33). Adjusted depth 

accuracy to the reported core sample is usually 1-2 cm, and always better than 5 cm. 

Image has a good reproduction of depth scale also at core loss sections. 

 

The images were oriented to Site North (left edge to North, each image row rotating 

from left to right clockwise N-E-S-W-N, respectively). Orientation rotates the image to 

remove tool spinning about its axis (relative bearing).  

 

The tool orientation in OBI-40-3 tool is measured with a 3-component accelerometer 

and 3-component fluxgate magnetometer unit, which provides directly the computed 

orientation components of Tilt (from the vertical) and Azimuth of the borehole (from 

the Magnetic North), Roll (rotation about tool axis on basis of accelerometers, from the 

Tool Face Mark) and MRoll (on basis of magnetometers). Roll and MRoll do not 

provide identical results, but are used together to produce final orientation. X, Y and Z 

components of the magnetic field are no longer stored at the current version of the 

device. Magnetic total field intensity and its direction as well as relative gravity 

intensity between the three components are calculated instead. 
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The image can be oriented using MRoll, Roll, Azimuth and Tilt components while 

importing, either to the Magnetic North (and then rotated with the site magnetic 

declination of Olkiluoto, +4.5 degrees in average), or to the High Side of the borehole. 

However, the default orientation process was observed to be spurious due to magnetic 

anomalies (narrow sections of sudden symmetrical spin of the image) and local uneven 

movement of the tool, which is partially removed with the default process, the sense of 

spikes being opposite for accelerometers and magnetometers. For this reason the image 

was imported to WellCAD software non-oriented, and a post-processing for orientation 

was run as follows: 

1) the difference of Roll to Tool Face Mark position (computing Roll+84.2) was 

applied to compensate for relative bearing of the tool and thus obtain the High 

Side 

2) the Roll +Tool Face Mark was filtered with a long (e.g., 201 samples) median 

filtering to remove local spurious values, and smooth out noise of 0.5-1 degrees 

in amplitude 

3) In case further polishing of orientation data was required, this was performed 

manually 

4) Maxibor azimuth was added to HighSide orientation to obtain smooth 

orientation to site North free of magnetic errors 

5) Image was rotated clockwise to Site North using the filtered result 

(Roll+84.2+MaxiborAzimuth). 

 

Accuracy of the Tilt is 0.2 degrees, and Roll (Azimuth) 1 degrees, which can also be 

considered the orientation accuracy of the image and features to be mapped. The image 

orientation to North for the dipping boreholes is based on existing Maxibor data from 

the boreholes, for which the final orientation accuracy is that quoted for Maxibor tool.  

 

The images were produced to depth matched and oriented to North presentations 

including a 3-D image. The adjusted images were saved into WellCAD Reader enabled 

files named after borehole number and corrected image depth interval (see Table 3 

above). Images can be reviewed with WellCAD Reader, and WellCAD software. For 

the report, the images were also printed on corresponding PDF documents, in scale 1:2 

(Appendix on CD). 
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4.2 Data quality 

In a high precision imaging survey the quality of the image is controlled by the borehole 

conditions (colour of the water, amount of impurities on the borehole walls). An 

important factor is how smoothly the imaging tool can be moved in the borehole. All 

the necessary steps to ensure good image quality were taken during the field survey. 

These were supervised logging procedure throughout the work; optimised imaging 

settings, immediate reaction in parameters to any indications of weaker quality and 

necessary adjustments, correct logging direction in a specific circumstance (usually 

downwards) and adequately slow logging operation. Due to muddy water after logging 

run, usually an immediate re-run is impossible, since it takes several weeks before the 

borehole water clears up. 

4.2.1 Borehole conditions 

The surveyed boreholes were mainly in good condition for high resolution imaging. 

Only partly in some of the surveyed boreholes the in-hole conditions for the imaging 

were poor due to dirty borehole walls and muddy water. Normally the weakest 

conditions are met either just below the casing or near the borehole bottom. Examples 

of the borehole conditions and their influence on the image quality are presented in 

Figures 5, 6 and 7. 
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Figure 5. Images from boreholes KR30 both representing 0,25 m depth interval. The first image is from 
depth of 3.5 m showing the water table, and it’s effects to the contrast of the picture. The second image is 
from depth of 25 m, showing material leaking from two fractures. 
 
 

   

           
 

Figure 6. Images from boreholes KR33 and KR30, representing good image quality from depths of   82.7 
m and 98.4 m both representing 0.25 m depth interval. 
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Figure 7. Images from borehole KR33 showing the gradual increase of mud in the borehole. The length 
of the borehole is 305 m. Each sample represents 0.25 m depth interval. 
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4.2.2 Resolution 

The required vertical resolution of 0.5 mm was achieved almost without exception from 

all the boreholes. The only exception occurs when the probe moves from the casing to 

the borehole. Examples of different resolutions obtained are shown in Figures 8-10.  

 

           
Figure 8. Images from KR32 demonstrate good and weakened resolution. On the left the image from 
depth 68.5 m with 0.5 mm vertical resolution. On the right the image from depth 41 m shows vertical 
resolution of 2-5 mm, after the probe has moved from the casing to the borehole. 
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Most severe influence of the stick-slip is found in sections where the slipping can be 

from 3-5 mm continuously up to 3 cm locally. The phenomenon can be caused by 

several reasons, like mechanical ringing in the cable, a rough borehole wall influencing 

into the probe motion, probes move from the casing to the borehole, or hydraulic flow. 

These may be also enhanced by depth encoder triggering the image acquisition while 

tool is still at previous location (stopped or moving slower than nominal rate) and the 

tool measuring after that, when it’s again moving, leading to lose few subsequent traces 

of image. An example of this phenomenon is presented in Figure 9.  

 

The resolution requirement will depend on the scale of interest. When the images are 

viewed in 1:5 through 1:20 scales for the lithological match, the obtained images are 

adequate in all conditions. When very thin lamellae of foliation, and micro fractures are 

viewed against the core sample in scale of 1:1 through 1:4, the highest 0.5-1mm 

resolution is required. 
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Figure 9.  Examples of weakened image resolution from borehole KR29. On the left image from depth 
586 m showing local 2-3 mm resolution due to the roughness of the borehole walls in vicinity of a open 
fracture. The red arrow shows the local resolution weakening. The image on the right shows weakened 
resolution in the vicinity of a large open fracture at depth 336.65 m. The contrast of the images has been 
enhanced. 

 

    
 

Figure 10.Examples of obtained image resolution from borehole KR32 and KR31. On the left image 
from depth 66.3 m showing 0.5 mm resolution. On the right image from depth 40.6 m showing two local 
stick-slip, where the slipped pixels are 2 cm and 3.5 cm long. The contrast of the images has been 
enhanced. 
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4.2.3 Image colour 

The borehole conditions determine how natural looking image can be obtained. In cases 

where the borehole water is clear the area influenced by dirt is very narrow. Commonly 

the downside of the dipping boreholes can be seen in the images as a black or brownish 

stripe where the fine grained material is gathered and flowing down. 

 

Muddy borehole water can cause a black and white- phenomenon. The colour resolution 

of the image is strongly decreased due to poor visibility and for example the red and 

white minerals cannot be properly distinguished from each other. An example of this 

phenomenon can be seen in Figure 11. Another phenomenon decreasing colour 

resolution is oxidation that forms rusty staining on the borehole walls. Examples of this 

are presented in Figures 12. The existing core sample photos were utilised during the 

survey for evaluating the image quality and the naturalness of the colours  

(Rautio 2004a, Rautio 2004b, Rautio 2004c, Rautio 2005a and Rautio 2005b).  

Third phenomenon decreasing colour resolution is electrical disturbances during 

borehole imaging. These disturbances can be seen in the pictures as coloured stripes. 

Examples of this are presented in Figure 13. 

 

   
 
Figure 11. Two examples of decreased colour resolution from KR29. The image is nearly black and 
white and the purple colouring is due to muddy borehole water. 
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Figure 12. Three example images from KR29. At depth of 50.5 m the image is dark and dirty due to mud 
in the hole. At depth of 433 m the image is clear and colour resolution is very good. At depth 739 m 
oxidation and dirt colours the whites and greys into orange. 
 
 

 

.    
 

Figure 13. Two examples of the electrical disturbances from KR31B and KR33. On the left image from 
depth 35.1 m showing red, green and blue stripes due to electrical disturbance. On the right image from 
depth 80.5 m showing green stripes due to electrical disturbance. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The task of imaging 8 boreholes at the Olkiluoto site, altogether 1696 metres, was 

concluded within 14 working days. The field work started in June 1st 2005 and was 

finished in June 17th 2005. The preliminary data processing included in the assignment 

was carried out mainly in November 2005. The draft report was compiled in January 

2006. Data has been delivered to the Client in electronic format. 

 

The quality of the images (pixel and colour resolution, depth match and orientation) 

widely achieves the required level. The quality was observed and validated by the 

Client’s representative JP-Fintact Ltd.  
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Acquisition systems

ALT’s family of acquisition system is based on modern electronic design in which software control techniques have
been used to the best advantage. The hardware incorporates the latest electronic components with embedded systems
controlled via the specially developed ALTlogger Windows interface program.

M a i n  f e a t u r e s

�high speed USB interface 
�Self selecting AC power source from AC 100V to AC 240V
�Ruggedised system, heavy duty, fault tolerant
�Interfaces downhole probes from many manufacturer (not available on Abox system)
�Wireline and winch flexibility (runs on coax, mono, 4 or 7 conductor wireline)
�Compatible with most shaft encoder (runs on any 12V or 5V quadrature shaft encoder with any combination of wheel circum-

ference/shaft pulse per revolution)
�Totally software controlled
�Very easy to use, with graphical user interface (dashboard), self diagnostic features, configurable through files and minimal

technical knowledge needed from the user 
�Runs on any notebook PC compatible Windows 2000 & windows XP.
�Real time data display and printing
�Supports Windows supported printers and Printrex thermal printers
�optional network enabled distributed architecture

A LT l o g g e r  1 9 ’ ’ r a c k  a n d  m i n i r a c k

The rack system has been designed to accommodate multivendor tool types. The modular and flexible design architecture of the
system will allow virtually any logging tool to run on any winch supposed the required Tool Adapter and Depth Encoder Adapter is
inserted into the ALTlogger Unit. Any new combination of logging tool and winch unit will just require selection of the proper
ALTlog.ini File and the proper Tol-File. 

The Tool Adapter is the software and hardware suitable to interface a specific family of tools. It provides the interface between a
tool specific power, data protocol and wireline conductor format and the system core. When a logging tool is selected for use, the
system automatically addresses the type of adapter associated with the tool. 

The latest Digital Signal Processing (DSP) adapter adds even more flexibility to the system with expansion slots for future develop-
ments and upgrades, by implementing a 100% firmware based modem system.

ALTlogger 19” rack mountable ALTlogger minirack ABOX

48.3 cm (19”)
50 cm (19,7”)
13.2 cm (3U)
16-20kgs without packaging

W
L
H
W

37.6 cm (14.5”)
35 cm (13.8”)
13.2 cm (3U)
12-16kgs without packaging

26 cm
16 cm
9 cm
3kgs

The specifications are not contractual and are subject to modification without notice.
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Appendix 7.2

Timo Tyyskä
Huomautus
Unmarked, asettaja Timo Tyyskä



Bâtiment A, Route de Niederpallen, 
L-8506 Redange-sur-Attert. 
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
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B r o w s e r  a n d  p r o c e s s o r s  ( r e a l  t i m e  d a t a  m o n i t o r i n g )

A Browser is a Client Process. The Browser offer the operator of the logging system a number
of different on-line display facilities to present log data on the screen in a user-friendly, easy
controllable, attractive layout. Depending on the tool category, different Browser are used to
display log data such as conventional curves, full waveform sonics, borehole images ...

Typical user screen with scrolling log display and data monitoring

D a s h b o a r d

The heart of the graphical user interface is called the Dashboard and
consists of multiple threads running concurrently and handling speci-
fic system tasks. The dashboard is also the operator’s control panel. It
is used to select and control all systems functions and to monitor  data
acquisistion. The dashboard contains seven sub windows:

�Depth (depth system)

�Tool (tool configuration & power)

�Communication (data flows and communication control)

�Acquisition (data sampling and replay controls)

�Browser and processors (data browser and processors controls)

�Status (self diagnostic system status indicators)

�tension (tension gauge system

The acquisition system ALTLoggersoftware runs on Windows OS and exploits the true pre-emptive multitasking 
ability of the Windows NT Kernel 

T O L   f i l e

Information specific to a particu-
lar tool is contained in a unique
tool configuration file which has
the extension *.TOL. Information
contained in the *.TOL file is used
by different components of the
system for initialising Dashboard
components (tool power, data
protocol, etc…), as well as setting
parameters for client processes
(browser & processors) handling
data calibration, data processing,
data display or printing. A copy of
the TOL file is included in each
data file acquired
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OBI 40
s l i m h o l e  o p t i c a l  t e l e v i e w e r

The tool generates a continuous oriented 360° image of the
borehole wall using an optical imaging system. (downhole CCD
camera which views a image of the borehole wall in a prism).
The tool includes a orientation device consisting of a precision
3 axis magnetometer and 3 accelerometers thus allowing
accurate borehole deviation data to be obtained during the
same logging run (accurate and precise orientation of the
image).

Optical and acoustic televiewer data are complimentary tools
especially when the purpose of the survey is structural analysis.

A common data display option is the projection on a virtual
core that can be rotated and viewed from any orientation.
Actually, an optical televiewer image will complement and even
replace coring survey and its associated problem of core
recovery and orientation.

The optical televiewer is fully downhole digital and can be run
on any standard wireline (mono, four-conductor, seven-
conductor). Resolution is user definable (up to 0.5mm vertical
resolution and 720 pixels azimuthal resolution)
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Grand-Duché de Luxembourg

T:(352) 23 649 289 • F:(352) 23 649 364 
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OBI 40
s l i m h o l e  o p t i c a l  t e l e v i e w e r

Applications:

The purpose of the optical imaging tool is to provide detailed, oriented, structural
information. Possible applications are :

• fracture detection and evaluation 

• detection of thin beds 

• bedding dip 

• lithological characterization 

• casing inspection

Technical specifications
Diameter 40mm
Length approx. 1.7m
Weight approx 7 kgs
Max temp 50°C
Max pressure 200 bars
Borehole diameter 1 3/4" to 24" depending on borehole conditions
Logging speed variable function of resolution and wireline

Cable:
Cable type mono, four-conductor, seven-conductor
Digital data transmission up to 500 Kbps depending on wireline, realtime compressed
Compatibility ALTIogger- ALT-Abox- Mount Sopris MgXII (limited to 41 Kbps)

sensor:
Sensor type downhole DSP based digital CCD camera
Optics plain polycarbonate conic prism system
Azimuthal resolution user definable 90/180/360 or 720 pixels /360°
Vertical resolution user definable, depth or time sampling rate
Color resolution 24 bit RGB value
White balance: automatic or user adjustable
Aperture & Shutter automatic or user adjustable
Special functions User configurable real time digital edge enhancing

User configurable ultra low light condition mode
Orientation 3 axis magnetometer and 3 accelerometers.
Inclination accuracy 0.5 degree
Azimuth accuracy: 1.0 degree

The specifications are not contractual and are subject to modification without notice.

Logging parameters:

• 360° RGB orientated optical image

• Borehole azimuth and dip

• Tool internal Temperature
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